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this program can be handy for creating bootable usb keys for installing new linux distros or using
your computer on different systems or computers. it is also able to create multiboot usb keys that
can be easily booted on other computers. it is a simple to use software. simply download it to your
desktop, install, and run the program. then you are wondering why you cannot work with sardu
multiboot creator for linux. let me explain it in short. sardu multiboot creator is not a software
program that actually detects the multi-boot usb storage devices and their supported bootloaders
and oses. in other words, it’s a software which helps you burn the iso files, but this iso file burning is
not supported by sardu multiboot creator as it has many limitations and restrictions in terms of multi-
boot usb devices. the reason for this is simple. sardu multiboot creator does not include a code or a
software program to detect and understand multi-boot usb storage devices and their bootloader. the
only function that it includes is to burn the iso files to your usb flash drive. every iso file comes with a
label of its os and bootloader, for example windows 7/8 has 2 or more bootloader options depending
on your hardware and so on. again i will repeat that sardu multiboot creator is not a software that
installs multibootusb or actually presents you the bootable/multi-boot usbs with their installed os.
instead, it’s a program that runs in the background and burns the iso files from the bootloaders into
your usb flash drive. in a nutshell, sardu multiboot creator can only be used to burn iso files and then
use these iso files to boot each of your oses at once. so if you use the same iso files for windows 8
and linux distro (i.e. in the same usb drive), you will face a problem because windows 8 will overwrite
the 8.0.1 or 8.1.0 version of the iso files.

SARDU Multiboot Creator Pro 3.1.1 Portable

This is a new generation tool for easy and simple creation of multiboot ISO and USB with all SARDU
images for every purpose. You can create multiboot from ISO to USB, with advance settings of each
one. There is no more need to use a separate virtual machine or use another applications to create

multiboot. Unlike others, this application is free of cost and can be used by everyone even non-
technical. Sardu Multiboot Creator is a portable application that helps create bootable distros and

multipacks. It is an effortless application for creating and installing. Sardu Multiboot Creator Pro is a
professional tool that makes our work easier and smoother. After extracting all the SARDU images

from the ISO file, Sardu Multiboot Creator Pro have the ability to create multiboot ISO and USB which
is capable of bootable distros and multipacks. Packs OS (Packs OS) include system and applications
to run. A pack is available in the ISO format. It is an effortless and quick application for creating and

installing, Sardu Multiboot Creator Pro is a professional tool that makes our work easier and
smoother. After extracting all the SARDU images from the ISO file, Sardu Multiboot Creator Pro have

the ability to create multiboot ISO and USB which is capable of bootable distros and multipacks.
MultiBoot Xtreme is the easiest and most effective tool for creating bootable images from ISO files.
MultiBoot Xtreme generates the bootable images for a wide range of operating systems: Windows,
Linux, Mac OS, Mobile, and others. You can try the DIY version free of charge to create your own

multiboot pack directly on your disk. With the DIY pack, you can choose the operating system, and
MultiBoot Xtreme will generate for you in exactly the size as you see on screen. You can check the
file size in the configuration window and modify the parameters to suit your requirements. You can

set a custom password to prevent others from accessing the image. 5ec8ef588b
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